into the set of all non-negative integers;. A homomorphism of a partial algebra 5 F)> into a partial algebra C =<C: f€P)> is any mapping h:B--C such that for any f6 F and a tdonff 5 ) (where dom(f®) <= B nlf) is the domain of the n(f)-ary partial operation 1®-in B) we have h»a e e dom(f-) and h{f®( gl) * f-(h*a). A homomorphism h is closed iff h«a e dom(f-) implies aedom(f®) and h is an isomorphism iff it is closed and bijective (observe that a bijective homomorphism need not be an isomorphism). We denote by "s" the isomorphism relation between partial algebras.
Let A be any partial algebra. Define the relation £ in Bxt(A) as the transitive closure of the join of the extension relation c and the isomorphism relation = reduoed to Ext(AJ. a The following lemma will be helpful in the characterization of £ . ( In the sequel we shall investigate some conditions which imply the equality of the relations » and = or -looking at it from the other end -some consequences of the fact that this equality does not hold. Before that, observe that the relation ^ in Bxt(A)/» such that The following is just an equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.
ii) -(iii). Apply again lemma 1 to D, C and 3 (with D € Ext(B) and DSC). ;iii)--(iv). If h is an isomorphism of B onto D, then idjj*h is a bijective homomorphism of B onto (where idD is the identity embedding of D into C). ~~ (iv)-(i
Corollary. If no algebra CeExt(A) is isomorphic to its proper inner extension, then in Ext(A.). Analog-ously we obtain the inverse inequality and a dual argument proves the second claim of the lemma. The proof follows directly from ¡Lemma 2 and the first corollary following Theorem 3, since proper inner extension increases the cardinality of a finite domain of an operation or decreases the cardinality of a finite complement of a domain.
Corollary. Let A be a partial algebra. If the domain of every operation in A is cofinite, then »== in Ext(A).
This last result suggests that the "gap" between a* and = may contain some information on the "degree of partiality" of a partial algebra (we may consider an algebra A with cofinite domains of operations as an algebra with little partiality). On the other hand, the case of two partial algebras B and C, for which there exist bijectiv« homomorphisms both ways "but no isomorphism, can also be inscribed in the context presented in this paper, since both algebras may be considered as inner extensions of a common discrete algebra (on a set equipotent to the carriers of B and C). This may be useful for the characterization of such cases,
